HIGH-PERFORMANCE
AUDIO SHELVING
SYSTYEMS
In development for over fourteen years and easily
upgradeable as desired, the Harmoni shelf system
is a very high quality and flexible modular Hi-Fi
rack. The design priority is a rack that preserves the
melody and rhythm of your equipment. Harmoni
racks consist of hand-built shelves in solid wood or
a combination of machined aluminum and solid
wood. In-between the shelves there are four solid
aluminum posts connected by strong bolts and held
in tension by means of spring washers. The bottom
shelf is mounted on spike feet in heavy sleeves. (For
fine hardwood floors we recommend protectors like
the Linn Skeets.) Although the typical Harmoni
rack has 4 shelves, other combinations such as 3 or 5
shelves can be supplied to suit your needs. A kit with
an additional shelf and hardware can be purchased
separately at any time to expand your Harmoni rack.

Oden, Tor, and Mimer

We manufacture shelves offering 3 different musical performance levels, which can be combined
into a single rack system. You can choose better shelves for more sensitive devices - sources and
preamps show the greatest benefit. And you may upgrade as desired. While visually it is more
elegant with the same shelves everywhere, they function perfectly well when mixed together.

Mimer 3.1

Our best rack system. The surface on which your component
is placed is a shelf of precisionmachined aircraft aluminum.
Supporting this shelf is a thin
vibration-absorbing shelf made
of selected solid wood.
The Mimer 3 is designed to offer
the finest musical performance
from your all your Hi-Fi and AV
equipment. It gives very clear,
flowing and nuanced sound from
any component placed on it.

Tor

Tor fits between the Mimer and
Oden, and is designed to bring
much of the benefit of the Mimer
design to a lower price. In essence
it uses an Oden solid wood top
shelf (instead of the machined
aluminum) with the thin Mimer
lower shelf.
The Tor gives some of the musical
advantages of the Mimer. More
musically enjoyable and even
tighter rhythmically than Oden.

Oden 2.5

Although Oden is our simplest
shelf it uses the same selected
solid wood and solid aluminum
spacers as our more expensive
racks. We’ve tried the factorymade shelves, but they sound
noticeably worse than our handmade solid wood shelves. We
dare say that compared with
most hi-fi racks the reproduction
becomes more harmonious and
more engaging with the Oden.

Flexible system

Except for the bottom shelf you can swap any shelves with each other, and you can change one 5 shelf Harmoni
rack into a pair of 3-shelf racks by just adding one new bottom shelf. Please note that although the Oden rack is
shown with a single bottom shelf, all racks benefit from a double bottom shelf as shown in the Tor drawing.

Upgradability

All Harmoni rack systems are upgradable as new improvements are developed. The Harmoni rack system has
been in constant development for over 14 years. The original Oden was introduced in the Spring of 1999, the
Mimer in Autumn 2007 and the Tor in Winter 2009. Continuous experimentation with new materials, different dimensions, etc., have lead to the current versions of these racks. Not only is it possible to upgrade older
versions of the racks to current versions but you may also upgrade one style of shelf to the next. An Oden shelf
is the same as the top shelf of a Tor so only the thinner bottom shelf and spacers are needed. The Tor bottom
shelf is the same as the Mimer bottom shelf so a Mimer top shelf will upgrade it to the top level of performance.
Please contact us for information and pricing on any type of upgrade you are interested in.

